Comments received for
ISO 639-3 Change Request
2012-131

Outcome: Some accepted

Effective date: 2013-01-23
Registration Authority decision on Change Request no. 2012-131: To merge the language code “[meg] Mea” into the code “[cir] Tiri” and rename the code element “[cir] Tiri” as “Tiri-Méa”.

The request to merge the code [meg] Méa into the code [cir] Tiri is accepted. The request to rename the code element [cir] to Tiri-Méa is rejected, but the additional name “Méa” is assigned to the code [cir]. In addition, the name Haméa is also assigned to the code [cir]. When investigating the request to change the name Tiri for the code [cir], the form Tiri-Méa was not found in the literature. However, both Tiri and Méa and the additional name Haméa was found to refer to this language group. Therefore, the merge of the two codes is accepted, but the combined name is rejected. Instead, the additional reference names of Méa and Haméa are added as reference names for the code.
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